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Nicke_AGM:
<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>><><><<><><BEGIN   MISSION><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>

CEO_Leurr:
::::: In the shuttlebay finalizing the newly added sheild generator::::::

CTO_Ktarn:
::at the tac station::

CSO_Kora:
::at Science::

EnsAbrams:
::at the helm watching all the pretty lights::

OPS_Brad:
*CEO*  Leurr, how's our lovely modified shuttle coming?

CMOLowell:
::In Sickbay doing Sick stuff::

CEO_Leurr:
*co, ops* The runabout you requested will be ready shortly... im finalizing the setup

CTO_Ktarn:
*Leurr*: Have your personal finished installing the holoemitters on the bridge and main engineering?

CO_Ber:
:: in readyroom, studying Cardy movements reports and sipping tea::

CSO_Kora:
::finishing probe setups::

CMOLowell:
::And all other kinds of Medical stuff::

CO_Ber:
::hmm thats interesting..::

OPS_Brad:
*CO*  Captain..  I request permisison to pilot the shuttle sir.

CEO_Leurr:
*tac*almost, i was overseeing the runabouts progress ill report when my team leader lets me know on teh stat of the holoemitters

CTO_Ktarn:
::notes that his self dectucte packages where installed::

CO_Ber:
*OPS* If we need it, Ill let you know Lt.jg.

OPS_Brad:
*CO*  Aye

CEO_Leurr:
:::: runs load tests on the added generator:::::

EnsAbrams:
::keeping the ship straight and level::

CO_Ber:
*FCO*: eta to system Tohvun System?

CTO_Ktarn:
::suprise that abrams mange to keep the ship straight show far::

CSO_Kora:
::makes final checks::

CMOLowell:
::Runs down the list of people that needs a check up::

EnsAbrams:
*CO*: 25 minutes, Sir.

CEO_Leurr:
*co, ops* load tests on the added sheild generator is ready, The shuttle is now ready for active duty

CO_Ber:
*OPS* status on probes and shuttle?

CO_Ber:
*FCO* understood

OPS_Brad:
*CEO*  Ack. leurr

OPS_Brad:
*CO*  Shuttle is ready sir..  checking on probes now

CTO_Ktarn:
::runs checks on SSH::

CEO_Leurr:
<runabout>

OPS_Brad:
SCI:  Kora, whats the status of the probes?

EnsAbrams:
::wipes sweat from brow and wonders why he always sweats when the CO speaks to him::

CEO_Leurr:
:::: leaves the shuttlebay and puts on the Personal Enginers HUD system:::::

CSO_Kora:
OPS: Ready to go...

CEO_Leurr:
*tac* checking status of the holoemitters now.....


CTO_Ktarn:
::wonders if the holoemitters are up yet::

OPS_Brad:
*CO*  Science reports probes ready to go sir

CO_Ber:
*OPS* ack

CO_Ber:
::stands and walks over to rock collection...stares at it::

CEO_Leurr:
::::enters TL2 and begins running a diagnostic of the TL2system:::::

CSO_Kora:
::does one more dianogstic

CTO_Ktarn:
::decides its a good time to run a intruder alert drill::

EnsAbrams:
*CEO*: Sir, I'm getting a red indicator on the lateral thrusters.  Could you check on it?

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: THE DELPHYNE ENTERS THE OUTER RIM

CO_Ber:
::takes a glass of water, pours it over one of the rocks and watches the reaction as it glows softly::

CTO_Ktarn:
*all hands*: Intruder alert drill.  This is a drill

CEO_Leurr:
*tac* holoemiters are ready waiting for initialiaztion

CTO_Ktarn:
::scrambles sec personal::

CSO_Kora:
CO: Sir we have entered the outerrim

CO_Ber:
::looks up and hears Ktarns drill::

CEO_Leurr:
*fco* ill ahve a team look into it now

CTO_Ktarn:
*CEO*: good timing

CO_Ber:
::walks out of ready room onto the bridge::

EnsAbrams:
*CEO*: Acknowledged.

OPS_Brad:
::looks up as the intruder alert klaxons go off::

CEO_Leurr:
::: orders a check of the lateral systems

CTO_Ktarn:
Ops: I need power to the newely install holoemitters

CMOLowell:
::Heard the drill and see all these people getting away with the Checkup things::

CSO_Kora:
::puts a track on probes::

OPS_Brad:
::nods to the CO::  'evening sir

CO_Ber:
TAC: report !

CMOLowell:
::Secure doors in SIckbay::

CO_Ber:
::nods at Mr. Mitchell::

OPS_Brad:
Ktarn:  They already have power

CTO_Ktarn:
CO: Running a inturder alert drill and testing ssh

CTO_Ktarn:
Computer: Activate SSH

CSO_Kora:
CO: PErmission to lauch probes?

CEO_Leurr:
::: leaves TL2 and enters ME::::::

CTO_Ktarn:
<SSH>All:Please state the nature of the securtiy alert

CO_Ber:
FCO: are we in position? 10th planet?

CTO_Ktarn:
SSH: Inturder alert drill

EnsAbrams:
::sweating again::CO: just entering standard orbit, Sir.

CEO_Leurr:
Roarke: status of the lateral systems check?

CTO_Ktarn:
<SSH>::walks over to the TL doors and stands guard::

CEO_Leurr:
<Roarke> Leurr: system checked and adjusted....

OPS_Brad:
::feels extreme nervousness radiating from the ensign at helm like heat from a fire::

CEO_Leurr:
*fco* lateral systems adjusted Leurr out

CTO_Ktarn:
Computer: active SSH 2

CO_Ber:
FCO: standard orbit?? no, no. we're going to drop one of the probes off and ciircumnavigate the system and srop another off on the other side

CTO_Ktarn:
<SSH2>::in engineering::All: Please state the nature of the Securtiy drill

CSO_Kora:
::does sensors check::

EnsAbrams:
CO: understood, sir.::shaking hands adjust course quickly::

EnsAbrams:
CO: in position.

CTO_Ktarn:
CSO: any signs of domian ships

CO_Ber:
TAC: launch the first probe when ready


CTO_Ktarn:
CO: aye sir

CEO_Leurr:
Roarke: im going back to the runabout i want to check on something

OPS_Brad:
::looks quickly at the obviously nervous ensign before turning back to his console::

CSO_Kora:
TAC: No sign of any Dominion ships....


CO_Ber:
FCO: warp 8 to other side of system when probe is launched

CMOLowell:
::Secure his patience::

CTO_Ktarn (Sound - Torpedo.wav):
::launchs the first probe::

EnsAbrams:
CO: aye

EnsAbrams:
::engages warp::

CO_Ber:
CSO: let me know if we get picked up or if you pick anything up on scanners

CTO_Ktarn:
CO: probe launched

EnsAbrams:
CO: Warp 8.

CO_Ber:
engage

CTO_Ktarn:
Computer:Active SSh3

OPS_Brad:
::monitoring power levels, paying special attention to the SSH system::

CSO_Kora:
CO: yes sir I'm keeping constant scan....

CEO_Leurr:
::: initiates a Site to site transport to the runabout bay where the modified runabout Suwanee resides:::::

CO_Ber:
CSO: not too deeply, I don't want them picking up our signal

CTO_Ktarn:
<SSH3>::apears in sickbay::all:Please state the nature of the Securtiy Alert

EnsAbrams:
CO: 1.5 minutes to he other side of the system.

CEO_Leurr:
::: walks over to the Suwanee and checks the backup sheild and warp generator:::::

CSO_Kora:
CO: Sir I setup a full re track scan so it prevents them from scanning our position::scans more::

CEO_Leurr:
::mutters:: good she checked out fine

CTO_Ktarn:
CO: shall we go to Yellow alert?

CO_Ber:
TAC: get the other probe ready, initiate the first probe to move from polar region of each planet until it gets to Tohvun VI

CEO_Leurr:
*co* the runabout Suwanee is all checked out.  She awaits your deployment

CO_Ber:
TAC: affirmative

CTO_Ktarn:
*all hands*: Secure from intrude alert drill

CO_Ber:
*CE* ack

CTO_Ktarn:
*all hands*: yellow alert

OPS_Brad:
::changes his console over to his preset yellow alert layout::

CTO_Ktarn:
::readys second probe and iniates the first probes flight path::

CSO_Kora:
::takes yellow alert::

EnsAbrams:
::stiffens slightly at the yellow alert::

CMOLowell:
::Hates Drills::

CO_Ber:
FCO: let me know when we're in position to launch the next probe

CO_Ber:
CSO: send one of your assistants to get another probe ready.

CO_Ber:
I want this one to be able to project a holographic image of a Klingon Warbird....

EnsAbrams:
CO: we are in position for the second drop.  Shall I hold here?

CSO_Kora:
CO: Sir I did get the other ready.......

CSO_Kora:
CO: Sir if you don't mind I would like to talk to you in the ready room.....

CO_Ber:
FCO: no when ready coordinate with TAC and launch, keep going around again. heading. half the distance between the twoprobes.

CTO_Ktarn:
CO: should i give the CSO a set of specs from one of the Offical Klingon Bop's?

CO_Ber:
CSO: not now. get that done first.

EnsAbrams:
CO: aye

CTO_Ktarn:
::checks status of SSH::

CSO_Kora:
::sighs: CO: yes sir..

CO_Ber:
CTO: fine

OPS_Brad:
::monitors the SSH system more closely::

CTO_Ktarn:
::sends data to the CSO::

CSO_Kora:
Parks: I need you to set a central scan... and put in a direct modification...

EnsAbrams:
::adjusts course::

CSO_Kora:
<PArks> Kora: Yes sir:: starts modifications::

CSO_Kora:
::gets data::

EnsAbrams:
TAC: let me know when you are ready to launch the second probe.  I'll have to bring us back to the drop point.

CEO_Leurr:
:::: walks around the runabout Suwanee, trying to recall some lost memories::::::

CTO_Ktarn (Sound - Torpedo.wav):
::launchs second probe::

CO_Ber:
CSO: anything on scanners??

CTO_Ktarn:
CO: probe launched

OPS_Brad:
*CEO*  Leurr, whats the max speed the Suwanee can make with our modifications?

CSO_Kora:
CO: No sir just normal anomolies.....

CTO_Ktarn:
::notes the SSH1 is fading::

CO_Ber:
FCO: half the distance to the other probe.....warp 8, circle Tohvun VII polar orbit

CEO_Leurr:
*ops* warp 9.3

OPS_Brad:
::curses to himself::  Ktarn:  How many SSH's did you run?

EnsAbrams:
CO: Aye

OPS_Brad:
*ceo* ack

EnsAbrams:
::wipes more sweat away::

CTO_Ktarn:
OPS: Only three so far

CO_Ber:
OPS: who is taking the readings from the probes?

CEO_Leurr:
::: boards shuttle and looks around inside looking around::::::

CSO_Kora:
::does a scan of both probes to see any problems:::

OPS_Brad:
TAC:  Thats not good then..  those 3 almost blew the holoemitter system

CEO_Leurr:
*roarke* everything ok down there?

OPS_Brad:
CO:  I would assume science is sir..

CTO_Ktarn:
OPS: I only have one on reach emitter on the ship

CO_Ber:
CSO: have someone help you with the readings.

CSO_Kora:
::looks at status::

OPS_Brad:
TAC:  I know, thats what I don't get..  you should be able to run several more...

CTO_Ktarn:
::makes a note for some up dates for Lt Sarak::

CSO_Kora:
CO: Sir parks is helping me with the probe scans sir....

CO_Ber:
CSO: position of first probe?

CEO_Leurr:
<roarke> *leurr* everything is a go.. no problems

OPS_Brad:
*CEO*  Leurr, can you have a team double check the holoemitter system?  I think we might have a wiring problem..

CEO_Leurr:
*ops* ill assign a team

OPS_Brad:
*ceo*  thanks

CTO_Ktarn:
::taps a few commands and sends the self destruct control for the probes to the captain's chair::

CSO_Kora:
CO:  I got it at 30 mark 13

CO_Ber:
TAC: is the third probe ready to launch?

CSO_Kora:
CO: Third?

CEO_Leurr:
:::;assigns a team to recheck the holoemitters:::::

EnsAbrams:
CO: course steady.

CTO_Ktarn:
Co: sir i have reoute the backup self destruct controls for the probes to your chair

CTO_Ktarn:
CO: aye sir

CSO_Kora:
PArks: Do you have third probe ready?

CMOLowell:
::Nothing seems to be moving, went to check his list again::

CO_Ber:
TAC: yours and mine, please

CSO_Kora:
::finishes modifications::

CTO_Ktarn:
CO: I all ready have them at my station

CSO_Kora:
<Parks> Kora: YEs sir it's all ready you should have a status check....

CTO_Ktarn:
::locks and loads thrid probe::

CMOLowell:
::Makes note that the operations officer needs a check up::

CEO_Leurr:
:::: leaves the Suwanee and heads off to the TR3 room to check on the status of the diagnositcs::::::

CO_Ber:
FCO: are we in position?

CSO_Kora:
TAC: Third is ready for launch.......

EnsAbrams:
CO: aye, Sir in position.

OPS_Brad:
TAC:  Can you tell if we have been detected yet?

EnsAbrams:
::beginning to relax now that mind is on the task at hand::

CO_Ber:
TAC: launch probe and have it take a course in to Tohvun III....when it gets  to Tohvun IV have it activate.....

CSO_Kora:
PArks: Give me a sensors reading of the other two probes...

CEO_Leurr:
:::enters TR3::::::;

CTO_Ktarn (Sound - Torpedo.wav):
::Launches third probe::

CTO_Ktarn:
CO: sir aye probe launched and enroute

CO_Ber:
CSO: position of other probes? status?

CEO_Leurr:
::checks the pattern buffers:::::

CTO_Ktarn:
::checks for Dominion vessels::

CO_Ber:
FCO: keep us in the ionisphere of this planets polar region. i don't want to be picked up by their scanners

EnsAbrams:
CO: you got it Captain.

CSO_Kora:
CO: Probe 1 is at Tohvun1, and make regular checks nothing out of th ordinary..

CSO_Kora:
CO: Probe 2......

EnsAbrams:
::adjusts course again.  Thinks: hey this is getting easy!::

CO_Ber:
:hhmmm:: CSO: no readings coming in from Tohvun III??????

CTO_Ktarn:
::checks on status of the SSH:::

CSO_Kora:
CO: I'm getting readings from probe2 a possible ship

CTO_Ktarn:
::gets ready to self destrcut probe 2::

CSO_Kora:
CO: Probe three is heading on 38 mark 98

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: SENSORS PICK UP TRACE ION PARTICLES IN THE VICINITY OF TOHVUN III

CSO_Kora:
TAC: Hold a sec sir...just guve me a sec on analisys

CO_Ber:
CSO: is it in position in the polar region of Tohvun IV??

CSO_Kora:
CO: Sir I'm getting ion particles in victinty of Tohvun 3

CEO_Leurr:
:::: leaves TR3 and heads to Jefferies Tube b-13

CTO_Ktarn:
::decides to deactive all three SSH till later::

CO_Ber:
CSO: position of the third probe?

CTO_Ktarn:
<SSH1>::flickers and then dispears from the bridge::

CTO_Ktarn:
<SSH2>::flickers then dispears from Main engineering::

CSO_Kora:
CO: Tohvun three...

CO_Ber:
::sees something in the corner of his eye::

CMOLowell:
::Found his Sickbay a bit empty now::

CO_Ber:
Ktarn: what was that?

OPS_Brad:
*CEO*  Has your team found anything on those holoemitters?  I'm showing the SSH's dropping like flies

CTO_Ktarn:
<SSH3>::flickers and dispears from sickbay::

CO_Ber:
CSO: activate it. lets see if they bite

CSO_Kora:
CO: the destruct?

CEO_Leurr:
*ops* team hasnt reported in.... contact Ms Lewinsky she is in charge of that team

CTO_Ktarn:
CO: I have deactiveted the SSH

CMOLowell:
::Now his sickbay is quite cleaner::

CO_Ber:
the holographic image of a Klingon warbird......::jeez::

CO_Ber:
:raises hand to Ktarn...ok::

OPS_Brad:
*CEO*  ack

CTO_Ktarn:
CO: sir if i suggest we have to probe give out sides of a cloaked bop first

CSO_Kora:
CO: I have activated now I'm getting a warp trail..........

EnsAbrams:
::still keeping the ship hidden::

CEO_Leurr:
::crawls on her back to view an internal power staging coupler:::::

CO_Ber:
TAC: route science to your station for a tactical anaylsis

CMOLowell:
*OPS*: Seems like the SSH is gone... you're due for an examiation, come to sickbay after duty please.

CTO_Ktarn:
::those as the captain orders::

CO_Ber:
FCO: keep her steady, and have warp ready............

CTO_Ktarn:
::reviews sensors logs::

CSO_Kora:
TAC: Blow probe 3! There going to know were here

OPS_Brad:
*CMO*  I just had an examination not even a week ago..  and what does the SSH leaving have to do with me?  thats LtCmdr Ktarn's area...

CTO_Ktarn:
CSO: that the idea

EnsAbrams:
::keeps finger poised over the Warp button::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: Cardassion freighter picks up readings of a probe

CSO_Kora:
TAC: I need more coffee...

CEO_Leurr:
:: checks the emergency hull field power relays:::::

CMOLowell:
*OPS*: Was just making a comment about the SSH... And just what kind of Examination DID you have?

CO_Ber:
CSO: how are the scans coming along, any ships outthere????

CTO_Ktarn:
::grins::CO: sir We could make it look like the "Bop" ios hailing the klingon homeworld

CSO_Kora:
CO: Sir a carrdassian frieghter has picked up our probe,......

OPS_Brad:
*CMO*  A complete physcial examination as required per Starfleet regs section 5 article 9 subsection 3 paragraph 7

CO_Ber:
CSO: change our signal to a backround spacial distortion, so, they can't follow the signal and probe the ship

CSO_Kora:
::sets probe to background distotion::

CTO_Ktarn:
::readies tac to go to red alert::

CMOLowell:
*OPS*: It was not noted in your Medical Logs. I'm sorry, but you need one again.

CSO_Kora:
CO: Sir I still think they'll still find it...though

CO_Ber:
CSO: the probe or us?

CSO_Kora:
::checks up on probe 1 and 2::;'

OPS_Brad:
*CMO*  NOT NOTED!  I will reprogram that derrn EMH program for this!  And I noted the results in my personel log..

CSO_Kora:
CO: The probe..

CO_Ber:
CSO: thats ok.....keep downloading the info from the other probes, we're almost done......

CEO_Leurr:
::: runs a diagnostic of the inertia systems:::::

CSO_Kora:
CO: Way ahead of you sir.....

CO_Ber:
CSO: if they scan the probe, it will detonate,right?

CMOLowell:
*OPS*: You must be nuts to have the EMH gives you an Examimention... He Doesn't Note these things!

CSO_Kora:
::puts info into a table to keep it recorded::

OPS_Brad:
*CMO*  Well I didn't exactly have a choice..  we don't have an abundance of medical staff around ya know

CTO_Ktarn:
CO: captain that is correct sir

CO_Ber:
*OPS* run a backup of the probes information, just in case

OPS_Brad:
CO:  Aye sir..  Initiating backup now..

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: THE DELPHYHE CONTINUES TO DOWNLOAD INFORMATION AS THE CARDASSIANS BEGIN TO TRACK DOWN THE SOURCE OF THE PROBE

CO_Ber:
*CE* power levels ok, we're going to warp out verysoon

CEO_Leurr:
:::: runs a level 2 diagnostic of the weapons energy power relays::::::

CMOLowell:
*OPS*: You still have to come to sickbay handing me a short medical report about it and let me do a Short scan! Lowell Out

OPS_Brad:
::watching status of backup::

CSO_Kora:
CO: There scanning our position intiate auot destruct!!!

CTO_Ktarn:
CO: sir that probe's self destruct is progarm to look like a bop exploding from a warp core breach

CO_Ber:
CSO: how mahy ships have the probes picked up so far?

CEO_Leurr:
::: sets Leurr's status as Do Not Disturb unless youre the Ops officer or CO::::::

CSO_Kora:
CO: one, but there is going to be more if you don't blow those probes! they're scanning probe three's source!

CO_Ber:
CSO: their positions? and have you detected any power readngs from the planet?

EnsAbrams:
CO: ready to warp out at your command.

CTO_Ktarn:
CO: sir the porobes will destory them self if they are scanned

OPS_Brad:
CO:  Captain, backup is complete

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: NO ACTIVITY CAN BE READ COMING FROMTHE SURFACE OF THE PLANET.......BUT.......

CO_Ber:
OPS: reroute the probes to signal DS98 and, lets get out of here.......

CSO_Kora:
CO: The Carrdassian Frieghtor is at 56 mark 98.....I'm getting nothin from the planet surface..


OPS_Brad:
CO:  Aye..  ::reroutes probe data stream to DS98::

OPS_Brad:
CO:  Done sir

CEO_Leurr:
:: checks the tractor beam system:::::

CO_Ber:
FCO: circumnaviate this planet, so we can't be scanned and lets go home.....warp 7 when we clear

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: SUBSPACE SCANNERS INDICATE A MESSAGE WAS SENT FROM THE FREIGHTER....AND THE THE FREIGHTER HAS BEGUN TO ALTER ITS COURSE

CO_Ber:
FAO engage

CTO_Ktarn:
CO: shall i destroy the probes when we go to warp?

EnsAbrams:
CO: coursae laid in, Sir.  Engaging.

CSO_Kora:
CO: Sir the frieghter has sent out a message and it's altering course.....

EnsAbrams:
::fingers fly over the console::

CTO_Ktarn:
CSO: to where?

CO_Ber:
TAC: well they should self destruct if they are scanned...right?? You did put the devices in them, didn't you


Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: THE FREIGHTER IS HEADING TOWARD ONE OF THE PROBES


CSO_Kora:
TAC:32 mark 98

CSO_Kora:
TAC: Towards one of the probes....

CEO_Leurr:
::::: runs a diagnostic of the industrial replicators power supply system:::::

CTO_Ktarn:
CO: yes sir however I feel better knowing there are destoryed and will not be detected

CSO_Kora:
TAC: Sir I advise you blow probe three before it's taken by them.....

CO_Ber:
TAC: tell you what. destroyt he one the freighter is heading to, leave the other for now

EnsAbrams:
CO: we are at warp 7, Sir.

CTO_Ktarn:
CO: aye sir

CO_Ber:
FCO: very well

CTO_Ktarn:
::blows up the probe that the freighter is head towards::

Nicke_AGM:
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